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Introduction
Concerns about the societal and environmental impact of how companies operate have generated increasing
interest in more sustainable ways of doing business (Porter & Kramer, 2011). Research and practice from the
past decade show that a Sustainable Business Model Innovation lens is suitable to embed sustainability into
firms’ objectives and operations (Bocken et al., 2014; Schaltegger, Lüdeke-Freund, & Hansen, 2012).
Consequently, Sustainable Business Model Innovation has been emerging rapidly as a research field (LüdekeFreund & Dembek, 2017). Recent developments in this field build upon seminal work on Design for
Sustainability from the past two decades to establish a connection with Strategic Design (Baldassarre et al.,
2019; Geissdoerfer et al., 2016; Manzini, 1999; Tukker, 2004). Strategic Design is a research stream that studies
how to leverage the discipline of Design in the context of Strategy and Innovation Management
(Calabretta et al., 2016; Karpen, Gemser, & Calabretta, 2017). More specifically, it focuses on the application of
design practices, principles and methods to the formulation and implementation of innovation strategies that
benefit people and organizations alike (Calabretta et al., 2016). The connection between Sustainable Business
Model Innovation and Strategic Design is mainly supported by the argument that the strategic and
experimental nature of design enables the integration of stakeholders’ objectives including sustainability
concerns, while also providing the process dimension needed to move away from theory towards concrete
practice and tangible impact (Baldassarre et al., 2017; Bocken, Schuit, & Kraaijenhagen, 2018). However,
research on the role and contribution of Strategic Design to Sustainable Business Modeling is still in its infancy.
Consequently, within this track of the 2019 edition of the Academy for Design Innovation Management
Conference, we collected four research contributions at the intersection between Strategic Design and
Sustainable Business Model Innovation. These contributions are summarized in the paragraphs below,
followed by a reflection on all of them and potential directions for future research.
The first contribution from Baldassarre, Calabretta, Bocken, Diehl and Keskin reviews how the concept of
Design for Sustainable Development has been evolving since its origins in the 1960s, gradually broadening its
scope from the design of products to the design of product-service systems (PSS), business models and wider
ecosystems. By taking a business perspective on this evolution, the review shows how designers have shifted
their focus from designing products to designing solutions for business problems, thus assuming an increasingly
strategic role within the organizations they operate in. This review is summarized into a visual framework,
which is used as an input for a discussion with eight international academic experts on how the role of
sustainable designers has evolved over time across these four nested levels of design. The findings point out
that the role of Designers for Sustainable Development can be framed around five topics: strategic objective
and its related perspective, language, key activities and main challenge. The strategic objective refers to the
focus of designers in steering strategic decisions in organizations, the perspective they adopt in approaching
business problems and developing solutions, the language they use in communicating with
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different stakeholders, the key activities they engage during the design process, and the main challenges they
face within this process. On a product design level, the strategic objective of design is to push organizations to
think beyond the “form and function” of their products, and steer decisions towards changing their life cycle.
This entails, for instance, adopting a technical language aligned with the R&D department, analyzing the life
cycle of products and redesigning them accordingly. The main challenge is related to the reduction of material
and energy flows associated with products. On a PSS-level, the strategic objective is to push organizations to
think beyond the life cycle of products, and steer decisions towards changing tangible and intangible
stakeholder exchanges such as knowledge, materials, energy and money. This entails bridging the perspectives
and languages of different departments in order to analyze the stakeholders involved in the innovation
process and design not only new sustainable products but also new services around them. The main challenge
at this level is the implementing of sustainable product-service innovations. On a business model level, the
strategic objective is to push organizations to think beyond products and services, and steer decisions towards
(re)defining their purpose, how they function from an economic and operational standpoint, in order to
pursue sustainability goals while making profit. This entails adopting a firm centric perspective and a strategy
language in order to experiment with new business models. The main challenge is to ensure the financial
viability of business models and scaling them up. On an ecosystem level, the strategic objective is to push
organizations to think beyond their individual business, and partner with others in order to (re)define
(un)sustainable market practices. This entails adopting a cross organizational perspective and speaking a policy
language in order to analyze entire industries end ensuring cross sector alignments. The main challenge of this
level is turning these initiatives and joint projects into new business entities.
The second contribution from Pinheiro and Jugend explores a knowledge gap on how to design new
sustainable business models by linking Strategic Design with Circular Economy principles and a Product
Portfolio Management logic. In the context of this study, the circular economy is referred to as a system aimed
at minimising waste and making the most of resources through intentional design by reusing and refurbishing
products, as well as through material recycling. Product portfolio management is referred to as the structured
decision making process through which organizations choose to focus on and bringing to market specific
projects, products and services. This study links these notions with Strategic Design and integrates them into a
conceptual framework. Consequently, the framework is used as a conceptual lens to analyze the case of
Brazilian company with one hundred employees operating in the wood industry. The product portfolio of the
company is based on several products derived from wood and vegetable fibres, including gymnastics apparel,
indoor and outdoor furniture. Some of the products within the portfolio are derived from recycled and
reforestation wood. Using the lens of the framework, the study analyzes the drivers and barriers related to the
Strategic Design of a Sustainable Business Models around such products with a specific focus on circular
economy aspects. A first identified driver is the commitment of top management to prioritize circular products
within the portfolio. A second identified driver is the dissemination of circular principles and sustainability
goals across the company. A third driver relates to the compliance of the company with local legislation, which
has recently started to promote the reuse of raw materials in the wood sector in order to preserve biodiversity
in the country. Conversely, a main barrier for the design of a sustainable business model around circular
wooden products is the lack of a wide range of technological possibilities to recycle the raw material in
different ways that are functional to further diversify them and expand the product in this direction. Another
barrier relates to difficulty in selecting suitable partners and suppliers across the supply chain to foster a
business model that is fully Circular.
The third contribution from Ballie is a feasibility study focusing on how Strategic Design may support the
development of circular / sustainable business model strategies. Specifically, the study looks at how
Makerspaces might be used as educational hubs to experiment with new tools, skills, techniques and
technology to develop circular design strategies for micro-manufacturing within the Scottish textile sector. The
assumption is that Makerspaces might support the repurposing of textile waste within a redistributed
manufacturing system (RDM). The research argues that design can play a strategic role in supporting the
adoption of new mindsets, methods and models to enhance awareness and understanding of the need to
design for a circular economy. The research activities comprised of field research and factory visits to engage
with large Manufacturers to deeper understand systemic issues around textile waste. This was followed by
hosting two Make-a-thon workshops within Makerspaces in both rural and urban environments – this
provided an opportunity to connect with different stakeholders from across the supply chain and to invite
them to input to make recommendations for conceptualizing Circular Fashion and Textile Archetypes. The
insights drawn from this research act as a starting point for future work, reflecting on the implications of the
methods applied, concluding the circular economy is the same imperative whether people are focusing on
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ecology, economy or just their own business. In this research, she further demonstrates that connecting
different stakeholders from across the supply chain is instrumental in supporting circular practices. However,
the research unearths many contradictions in the current narrative about circularity in Makerspaces. For
instance, the business focus of the CE, and the required Sustainable design strategies will require intensive
resource management to implement a RDM system for local textile economies. Last but not least, the
Makerspace as facilitator in this process has several advantages like a neutral place for stakeholders to meet
and to prototype directly generated ideas. The other side of the coin is the business model of the Makerspaces
as well as the sustainability (in the sense of long lasting) of the Makerspaces themselves: during the research,
one of the two Makerspaces had to close down.
The fourth contribution from Cheung and Kuzimina focuses on the sustainability impact of service-based
sustainable business models. In recent years, service-based sustainable business model innovations have been
gaining increasing attention in design research. A prominent example of this research is the mobility services
based on collaborative consumption. However, it is unclear how the implementation of such service-based
business models, and related activities and practices, impact the sustainability and experience of the proposed
service offering. In this study, Cheung and Kuzimina draw on the literature on service design, product-service
system and sustainable innovation, and propose a design-driven framework to evaluate the sustainability
impact of service-based business model innovations. This framework, referred to as 'sustainability evaluation
service blueprint', provides visibility to the complex multi-actor service operations, creates an understanding
of the existing structure of stakeholder interactions during service operation, and gathers insights into the
captured and uncaptured triple bottom line values within the existing product-service lifecycle. The authors
test and validate this framework through six expert interviews, and conduct a desk research to generate two
case studies in the mobility sector. The results of this study reveal that sustainable value creation is a
collaborative effort and require the knowledge and expertise of various interdependent actors. Moreover, the
results show that public and private actors hold diverse perspectives and viewpoints on the collaboration
process; as such, the development of shared guidelines for the design and development of service-based
innovations is crucial for the emergence of trust and prevention of collusive dynamics. Finally, this study show
that engaging stakeholders in sustainable value creation requires a simple language. Accordingly, the authors
suggest to use the word 'benefits' instead of 'values' in communicating sustainability impact of service-based
innovations. This paper offers a springboard for practitioners and researchers to uncover compelling insights,
discuss latest service design developments, and envision future directions for integrating sustainability into
service-based business model innovations.
In conclusion, the contributions summarized within this editorial provide a step forward in advancing emerging
theory and practice at the intersection between Strategic Design and Sustainable Business Model Innovation.
Specifically, the Sustainable Business Model lens may help Strategic Designers embed sustainability associated
with newly designed products and services into wider firms’ objectives and operations. First, the sustainable
business model lens provides a holistic perspective on the way in which business is done, by highlighting the
value proposition (what value is provided to whom?), value creation and delivery mechanisms (how is value
provided?), and value capture mechanisms (how money and other forms of value are captured) associated
with products and services (Bocken et al., 2014). Second, a business model perspective allows sustainable
design (e.g. long-lasting design, modular design) to be more impactful and commercially viable. For example,
‘Philips Light as a Service’ allows longer-lasting LED lights to be sold as part of a service-contract, allows for
longer term financial value from a longer lasting product, while reducing environmental impact by including
maintenance, repair, and replacement services into the business model (Kramer et al., 2019). The Strategic
Design lens allows business model researchers to develop and employ valuable tools and methods to put
sustainable business models into practice. For example, the creative approach of design thinking can be used
to stimulate new ideas and allow researchers and designers to focus on implementation (Guldman et al.,
2019). Second, the action-oriented, stakeholder focus of strategic design is highly compatible with the needs
of sustainable business model innovation, especially as it provides the necessary tools and approaches for
enacting the related transformation (Baldassarre et al., 2017). Finally, experimentation as a concept emerging
in design and business model research is a way to support internal transitions towards sustainability as well as
starting to test which new business models in practice (Bocken et al., 2018). The research argues that design
can play a strategic role in supporting the adoption of new mindsets, methods and models to enhance
awareness and understanding of the need to design for a circular economy. Ultimately, we encourage future
research along four main trajectories. In line with the first contribution of this editorial, we suggest to
investigate deeper into the connections between sustainable design and sustainable business through a
systematic literature review across these two domains. In line with the second and third contributions, we
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propose to further explore how Strategic Design practices can be leveraged to bridge the knowledge gap on
how to conceptualize and implement Sustainable Business Models and to support the transition towards a
circular economy with a major focus on feasibility and viability aspects. Additionally, we encourage researchers
to explore the role that designers can play in this transition, as suggested by the first contribution. Finally, as
stressed by the fourth and last contribution of this editorial, evaluating the sustainability impact of new
business model innovations is an aspect of crucial importance, and we accordingly encourage future research
to focus on it.
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